Technology opportunity discovery (TOD) is an important technique to help fuel cell vehicle (FCV) firms keep market advantage and sustainable development. Under fierce competition in the new energy industry, there is an urgent necessity for innovative TOD methods to effectively identify technology opportunities for FCV firms. This study proposes a structured TOD framework with a multi-level identification process. Based on technology portfolio analysis, it fully integrates the firm's technology level analysis, technology potential analysis and patent novelty analysis. A series of techniques such as LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation), MDS (multidimensional scaling) and LOF (local outlier factor) are also applied in the framework. A total of 14,858 granted patent data of the FCV industry containing 798 patents of the target firm were extracted from the Derwent Innovation Index database as the input data of the empirical study. The result shows that the framework can provide a more profound analysis for identifying technology opportunities, which offer more appropriate insights in both strategic and operational level technological decisions for technology-oriented firms.
Introduction
Increasing awareness of environmental pollution and the growing energy crisis have spurred the interests of automobile industries in developing new energy alternatives [1] . In recent years, a comprehensive environmentally sustainable solution of energy issues in the transportation industry has been found by using hydrogen energy and fuel cell technology on cars [2] . Fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) are quiet, highly efficient, zero-emission and have an equivalent performance and range to their gasoline counterparts [3, 4] . Therefore, the number of global automobile companies who have started to focus on the development of FCVs and R&D investments for those vehicles is escalating [5, 6] . Due to the increase of social demands on advanced technology and the enhancement of industrial competition, FCV firms intensively require new promising technology that has the potential to sustainably secure their competitiveness and development.
To this end, technology opportunity discovery (TOD) has been employed to deal with this problem. TOD was initially introduced and applied by Georgia Technology Policy and Assessment Center in the 1990s to identify emerging technologies in strategic planning [7] . Since then, TOD has gradually become an established technique for technological innovation [8, 9] . It is a starting point for managing technology activities, such as technology acquisition and exploitation [10] . Making technology development decisions based on proper and practical technology opportunities often leads to a a more efficient R&D process while reducing the risk level of R&D investment [11, 12] . Given these advantages, TOD plays a vital role in FCV firm's strategic R&D decisions as well as their sustainable development.
However, emerging new technology areas are challenging the traditional TOD method. With the explosion of FCV technology in recent years, the boundary of its technology field has renewed more frequently, and the evaluation standard has to be altered all the time. So as to solve this problem, a general and flexible TOD method is urgently needed. Additionally, the practicability of the TOD method towards individual firms has been highlighted. Typically, the process of identifying technology opportunities begins with the discovery of the technological gap and vacuum, and then each potential technology is screened and evaluated for its value of opportunity. Though this method can be useful in terms of the total industry, it may offer limited help for individual firms. This is because the technology capacity of each firm is different, as is their status in the market competition and the benefit they can obtain by developing a certain type of technology. A better TOD method should fully consider the technology capacity of the target firm and discover a technology opportunity which suits the target firm.
In this study, we propose a systematic TOD framework with a multi-level process to identify technology opportunities and select a proper R&D direction for FCV firms. The framework we present here is based on the collection and analysis of systematic patent information. The latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) technique is applied to identify the technology groups as well as the technology portfolio of the target firm. The multi-level design of the identification process helps the target firm integrate technology level, technology potential, and patent novelty analyses, all of which form a comprehensive analysis of technology opportunity for the target firm. An empirical study of an FCV firm verifies the effectiveness of this framework and shows how the framework identifies the technology or patent which has the potential to enhance a firm's technology competitiveness.
Literature Review
Technological change brings vast opportunities for technology-intensive industries. A lot of firms embrace this change through new technology development to improve the performance and competitiveness of their products. During this process, the development priority of the technology category is the key question to enhance the competitiveness of firms with limited resources. For this reason, a vast amount of literature has researched the development and practice of the TOD method, which can help firms quickly identify the latest research development and effectively locate their direction of technology development. Additionally, up-to-date patent documents data have long been considered as valid technical sources that reflect the current state of technological advancements [13] and also contain inventive knowledge with economic value [14] . Consequently, the application of patent data in TOD methods has been widely explored by prior studies as a popular framework to identify technology opportunities.
Some literature has used patent data to fit the growth curves of the patents in order to predict the timing of emerging technologies and evaluate the life cycles of these technologies. This literature has extracted implications from these analyses and has suggested strategic directions for technology development [15] [16] [17] . Some studies have applied patent maps and networks to analyze the characteristics of specific patents and patent groups [18] . Patent data is useful in detecting novel patents [19] , evaluating patent vacant areas [20] and tracing evolutionary pathways [21] . Other studies have also developed novel methods to identify new technology opportunities by using systematic innovation theories, such as disruptive innovation [22] , morphology analysis [23] , and system evolution patterns [24] . Though many methods have been developed and continuously improved, most literature has not focused on the portfolios of existing technology for target firms. These studies are usually industry-scope analysis, which might not be appropriate or applicable for the target firm. A framework which is flexible and suitable for specific target firms is still rare. To ensure the appropriateness and successfulness of the firm's TOD process and R&D direction, we proposed a novel TOD framework which comprehensively considers the technology portfolio of the target firm, moving the research scope from the industry level to the firm level.
TOD methods that involve technology forecasting and innovative technology identification have been actively discussed for a long time. Recent TOD studies have started to highlight the importance of technology capabilities to fully understand firms' innovation direction. Some studies of customized TOD have identified technology opportunities by integrating text mining techniques and other methods, such as collaborative filtering [25] , association rule mining [12] , and the syntactic and semantic analysis of technical sentences [11, 26] . The first step of their procedure has been to define a target firm's products or technologies. For example, technology capabilities are typically defined as products, technology keywords, patent classification and technology functions (e.g., action-object or subject-action-object structures) that appear in the firm's owned patents. Additionally, another important issue is the practical operationalization of enterprise functions, including R&D, product development, and strategic planning. Recently, some researchers have also introduced technology planning [27] , product development [28] and business planning [26, 29] in TOD. They have identified technology opportunities, extracted information (e.g., technical performance metrics, product attributes and business items), linked each technology opportunity to relevant information, and evaluated the strategic priority of each technology.
However, these proposed methods are defective in several ways. First, most studies have usually used individual technology and product information as input data to analyze technology opportunities, but technology portfolios have not been considered. Previous studies have indicated that the strategic planning of the technology-oriented firm should take full account of the firm's patent portfolio, because it enables R&D project managers to understand the technological capabilities and competitive position of the firm in a specific technology field and make comprehensive technology plans [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Second, many studies have not well-specified the strategic significance of a technology vacuum to the firm. Some of them have directly regarded the technology vacuum as the only indicator of technology opportunity, which is not adequate. The scope of technology opportunities should be exhibited in more aspects. Thus, the existing approaches are weakly connected to practical operations for R&D planning. To address these limitations, this paper presents a novel multi-level TOD framework that jointly considers the technology portfolio, technology potential and patent novelty of the firm. Moreover, we demonstrate the implication of technology vacuum for the firms' technology decisions from a new perspective, which makes the proposed TOD framework more explanatory and reliable in practice.
Methodology

Topic Analysis
Topic modeling is a popular text-mining technique for discovering hidden topics from a text corpus [35] . The first-generation of topic models were able to capture different thematic topics covered by document collections, and LDA is the best-known one. LDA is based on the Bayesian statistical method to infer the meaning of each word based on its neighboring or co-occurring words [36] . The basic assumption is that documents are mixtures of latent topics, wherein each topic is a distribution of words. Each word that appears in the document is assigned to a topic with a certain probability, and its meaning might change with the semantic association of other words in the document [35] . Since the LDA model is regarded as a sophisticated statistical modeling technique on the automatic identification, extraction and conceptualization of scientific topics when analyzing a large text corpus [37, 38] , it is also appropriate to be applied to group patents. In this paper, we employed the LDA model to group patents whose technological functions were similar and to derive topics based on the co-occurrence of words and extracts key technology topics. Finally, the model can be used to offer insights into the R&D focus and strategic orientation of firms. The results are presented through a defined portfolio of technology topics, in which each technology topic obtains a weight based on probabilistic distribution. Generally, the high weight of a certain technology topic indicates the knowledge specialty of the firm, while the low weight of a technology topic might reveal an underdeveloped strategic orientation. Hereafter, we determine technology topics as technology groups that represent different fields of technology.
Technical Specialization
Technical specialization reflects the degree to which the firm has mastered technical knowledge in a specific field. Generally, the higher the degree of technical specialization, the easier the firm can accumulate technical knowledge. A low degree of technical specialization indicates that a firm is less focused on this technical field. Since there is no fixed algorithm for calculating technical specialization, in this paper, we measured the level of technical specialization for patent assignees by generating a technology level map with comparative advantage indicators. The technology level map consisted of two dimensions which were represented in two axes, i.e., x and y.
Relative Technological Comparative Advantage
Axis x is defined as the relative technological comparative advantage (TCA). In the existing literature, the TCA has been used as the industrial specialization index for quantitative evaluating a country's technology competitiveness [39] . While our study was based on firm-level patent data, some modifications had to be made to calculate firm-level specialization scores, which is shown in Equation (1),
Here, P ij represents the number of patents of firm j which belongs to a given technology group i. Consequently, the value of x is obtained by subtracting the average TCA value of the other firms from the TCA value of the target firm. Thus, it represents the relative quantitative technology level of a target firm in a given technology group. If the TCA value of a specific technology group for a given firm is above 0, the firm is specialized in that group; and if the TCA value is below 0, the firm is not specialized in that group.
Relative Technology Impact Index
Likewise, axis y is defined as the relative technology impact index (TII). The value of the TII is calculated as Equation (2),
Here, C ij presents the total cited number of patents that firm j possesses in the technology group i. The value y is obtained by subtracting the average TII value of the other firms from the TII value of the target firm. Therefore, different from TCA, the TII represents the relative quality technology level of innovation accomplishment. Figure 1 shows the six grades of the technology level in a given field. The TCA and TII values were used to judge the technology level of the firms. Grades 1 and 4 indicate that the technology groups are untapped vacant technology. Grade 2 indicates that the technology group of the target assignee is inferior in technology specialization. All grades above imply that the target firm has a relatively lesser advantage than the leading firms. Technology groups at Grades 3 and 5 have the potential to become more specialized because they have a relatively a high quantitative or qualitative advantage of patents. Technology groups at Grade 6 have the highest levels of technology specialization. 
Evaluation Indicators
The purpose of technology opportunity analysis is to explore the development potential of technology, identify probable future technologies, and establish the technology development strategy for target patent assignee. To this end, we measured the potential of each technology group by integrating the competitive strength, technology cycle time, and marketability.
Competitive Strength
The competitive strength of the technology k is calculated according to the entropy index (EI), which is shown in Equation (3), .
(
Indicator pi is the patent share of the i th firm among all firms, n is the total number of firms in the industry. Originally, the EI was used to evaluate industry concentration and firm diversity [40] . When using patent data, the EI can provide valuable information for firms about the distribution of different technologies capabilities in the total industry, which can also represent the intensity of the technology competition. When the value of the EI is close to zero, little competition exists in the current technology group, i.e., all technological innovations are monopolized by a few firms. In contrast, when the value of the EI equals to the maximum value (logn), technological innovation activities are distributed among a large number of firms in the industry, which represents a high competition of technology development. Additionally, the competitive strength also reflects the extent of difficulties for the firm to entry and expand to the promising technology field. When the competition is high, a huge barrier between firms in this technology group has not formed, which is a positive sign for a firm to develop this technology.
Technology Cycle Time
The indicator of technology cycle time (TCT) was employed for measuring the pace of technological progress or change. The length of the TCT depends on the time lag between a set of current patents and their prior art. This indicator can measure how long the prior granted patents and corresponding scientific information have impacted on the newly appeared technology [41] . Then the formula for calculating TCT is given by 
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where patent j cites patent i for j = 1, 2, . . . , r i , r i is the number of patents citing the patent i, and N denotes the number of patents. TCT represents the average value of the median time gaps between the target patent and its cited patents in terms of a given technology k. The value of TCT varies based on the type of technologies. A smaller TCT value refers to faster-moving technologies, while a larger TCT value refers to slower-moving technologies [42] .
Marketability
When analyzing marketability, the scale of family patents can be used to estimate the market size, which implies the potential value which the firm can derive through the commercialization of corresponding patents. The marketability index (MI) is calculated by Equation (5),
where FC i represents the number of countries in the patent family and N denotes the number of patents. On one hand, the patent family directly indicates the geographical protection region of the patent. On the other hand, the patent family indirectly provides information on the potential technical value of the patent and the significance of the patent according to the size of the application region. When the value of the MI is large, the patent in the technology group is more likely to be applied in more countries, which indicates a higher potential commercial value the firm can derive. As these three technological assessment indicators have different value range, we normalized all indicators with a scale between 0 and 100. The priority of a technology group was given by measuring the final average value of the standard normalized value per technology group. The higher the values of the EI and the MI, the higher the priority. In contrast, the larger the value of TCT, the lower the priority.
Multidimensional Scaling
Multidimensional scaling (MDS) is a nonparametric, distance-based multivariate analysis technique that generates statistical maps based on the main features of the data. It has the advantage of making the results accessible to non-specialists in an intuitive manner [43] . In this study, we first calculated the dissimilarity of the patents, and then we mapped the patents on a lower dimension-feature space. Finally, we identified the coordinates of the patents. Patent visualizing provides an overall understanding of the given patent set. The novel patents can be derived by exploiting the MDS, and the content information of the novel patents can be considered the beginning of new technology fields.
Local Outlier Factor
In general, the outlier patents have a strong possibility of being unusual items of inventions, because they are distinctive in terms of structural similarity. Local outlier factor (LOF) is an anomaly detection algorithm that compares the local density of a point's neighborhood with those of its neighbor points. It represents the degree of an object's outlier from a cluster [44] . LOF is able to capture outlier data, which are more valuable and more difficult to be extracted than normal data. Researchers have proposed many outlier mining algorithms that could effectively detect outlier data in a data set [45, 46] . In this paper, the final output of LOF was used to discover technology opportunities.
A Multi-Level Framework Based on Patent Portfolio Analysis for Identifying a Firm's Technology Opportunities
The purpose of this research was to develop a procedural framework based on formal methods to help firms identify promising technology opportunities and establish R&D strategies based on target firms' existing internal technology portfolio. Figure 2 illustrates our proposed framework, which consisted of five steps: (1) data collection and pre-processing, (2) generating technology capability portfolios, (3) developing technology level mapping, (4) evaluating the potential technology areas, and (5) identifying novel patents. Then, we introduced the details of each step and demonstrated why the corresponding technique is effective in evaluating technology opportunity for the target firm. 
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Step Figure 2 . The model of a multi-level patent portfolio-based approach for identifying a firm's technology opportunities.
Data Collection and Pre-Processing
In this paper, we collected patents from the Derwent Innovation Index database, which includes over 16 million inventions from 41 worldwide patent-issuing authorities. The relevant information, such as patent number, patent title, patent abstract, granted year, patent assignee, citation, and classification code, was extracted and stored as the basis for the next steps. VantagePoint's text mining software was used for data cleaning and statistical analysis. In addition, the patent assignee is the entity that holds the property right to the patent, which is usually an organization or firm. In this paper, the patent assignees were considered as firms.
Generating the Firm's Technology Capability Portfolios
To determine an appropriate R&D strategy with good practicability and potential for a target firm, the implementation of the TOD needs to be based on the firm's technology capability portfolio. Therefore, the proposed methodology should contain each firm's technology portfolio as a set of its patents, and structure each firm as an assignee-technology distribution vector by applying an LDA topic model. The topic which contributes the most to a patent becomes its technological group. According to these definitions, this study constructed assignee-technology portfolio vectors as [P 1,j ,P 2,j , . . . ,P i,j , . . . ,P n,j ] and [C 1,j ,C 2,j , . . . ,C i,j , . . . ,C n,j ], in which P i,j denotes the number of patents of firm j in a given technology group i, and C i,j denotes the cited number of patents that firm j possesses in the technology group i. In addition, Derwent Manual Codes (DMCs) system was chosen as the assistant analysis tool to explore the main technological sub-areas. This is because the DMCs are more detailed in activities and technical applications in the areas of mechanical engineering and electricity. In this way, this step generates assignee-technology vectors for all technology groups.
Developing Technology Level Map
The fundamental purpose of measuring a technology level is to identify key technology groups and give proper guidance for firms to enhance their technological competitiveness. Hence, the idea of this step is to confirm the specialization degree of key technologies of a firm while also identifying the candidate R&D directions from a large number of relevant technologies. Specifically, the technical specialization score is calculated for each patent assignee according to Equations (1) and (2) . Then the TCA and TII scores can be jointly applied to judge the technology development level.
Among the six grades of technological specialization shown in Figure 1 , all Grades except 1 and 4 indicate that a firm has some level of specialization in this technology group. On the contrary, Grades 1 and 4 are identified as key vacant technology areas. In the same sense, the technology sub-group can be also evaluated using these grades.
Additionally, the technology level map and sub-technology level map play different roles in a firm's technology identification. In this paper, we defined a multi-level identification process for the firm, which is characterized as follows. First, the firm learns its advanced technology and vacant technology depending on the technology level map from the scope of the technology group. Second, the firm locates the corresponding technology group which needs to be improved depending on the development strategy of the target firm, such as strengthening the advanced technology or strengthening the vacant strategy. Third, the target firm analyzes which technology sub-group needs to be improved given the purpose of improving the target technology group. The detail and rationale of this identification process are further introduced in the empirical study of FCV Firm X.
Evaluating the Potential of Technology Areas
The purpose of technology level analysis is to identify the candidate technology groups and sub-groups which need development; however, this analysis does not indicate whether these technology groups or sub-groups are worth developing. A firm might suffer from a lack of innovation ability in a specific key technology group. Thus, intuitively, the firm may consider this key technology group as a potential technology area. However, the firm may have other options with the consideration of its existing technology capability, strategic orientations, and market environment. These factors expand our scope in correctly evaluating the potential of a firm's technology.
Our methodology uses several research indicators to evaluate whether or not the identified technologies are appropriate for the target firm to develop. The indicators that jointly reflect the technical decision-making process are competitive strength, technology cycle time, and marketability. The goal of this step is not to point out every vacant technology area of the firm in the technology distribution vectors or offer a ranking of all technologies for the firm but to suggest a few available candidate technology sub-groups (e.g., undeveloped but promising technologies that the firm does not own) that the firm could consider as the direction for future researching and developing.
Identifying Novel Patents
After knowing which technology sub-group needs to be improved and also has the greatest potential, the final step locates the firm's development direction from the scope of technology sub-group to a specific patent. By identifying the most novel patents in key technology areas, the target firm can have a more specific understanding about which patent is more likely to lead the further technology development trend.
To this end, we have proposed a module that integrates the MDS and LOF methods to detect technological opportunities with a two-stage process. First, we generated an MDS map for the patents of the target firm. By applying the patent dissimilarity matrix to the MDS algorithm, the patents of the target firm were visualized as points in a two-dimension space. Meanwhile, we could identify the coordinates of the patents. Second, using these coordinates, we calculated the LOF values of the patents. Then a density-based outlier detection was conducted to quantify the outlier patents. When the density of a patent is much lower than its neighbors on the 2D space, it could be identified as an outlier patent, i.e., the novel patent.
Illustration and Discussion
Data
Since this research aimed to identify technology opportunities at the firm level in the FCV industry, Firm X was chosen as the target firm for the analysis in this study. Firm X has contributed to advance the development of fuel cell transportation alternatives through the development of FCV technologies. To derive the promising technology of Firm X, the patents applied for by Firm X and the patents applied for by 14 other industry-leading technology assignees between the years 2008 and 2017 were analyzed. The retrieval query was TS = (((fuel cell*) OR (fuelcell*) OR (fuel-cell*)) AND ((vehicle*) OR (car*) OR (bus*))). Finally, a total of 14,858 granted patents were captured as the data set, which contained 798 patents data of the target Firm X.
Identifying Technology Portfolio of Firm X
In order to identify technology groups for FCVs and measure the firm's technology level, we applied the LDA technique on the document-term matrix of the 14,858 patents. In LDA, the number of topics indicates the number of latent dimensional factors. This number can be properly determined through a topic coherence test which measures the degree of semantic similarity between high scoring terms in a topic [47] . In this study, to find the best number of technology topic groups, we set the number of topics from five to fifteen and check the variation trend of the average topic coherence (See Figure 3 ). The result shows that the average topic coherence first increased then decreased as the number of the topics increased from five to fifteen, and when the number of the topics was eight, the average coherence value was the highest (0.718). Therefore, we selected eight as the optimal topic number, which formed eight technology groups. Figure 4 reflects the quantity proportion of patents in each technology group in the whole FCV industry. The result shows that there were relatively more patents in the "membrane electrode assembly," "temperature management," "power converter and inverter" technology fields, and there were relatively fewer patents in fields of "fuel cell stack," "hydrogen storage," "powertrain," "secondary battery" and "reforming" in the FCV industry. Then, we focused on target Firm X. The analysis process above could also provide the technology portfolio of Firm X, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . Compared with the total FCV industry, we can see that Firm X has obvious technology advantages in "powertrain" and "reforming" as well technology disadvantages in "fuel cell stack," "secondary battery," and "power converter and inverter." While this analysis was only based on patent quantity, an integrated quantitative and qualitative analysis is shown in the next section. The result shows that the average topic coherence first increased then decreased as the number of the topics increased from five to fifteen, and when the number of the topics was eight, the average coherence value was the highest (0.718). Therefore, we selected eight as the optimal topic number, which formed eight technology groups. Figure 4 reflects the quantity proportion of patents in each technology group in the whole FCV industry. The result shows that there were relatively more patents in the "membrane electrode assembly", "temperature management", "power converter and inverter" technology fields, and there were relatively fewer patents in fields of "fuel cell stack", "hydrogen storage", "powertrain", "secondary battery" and "reforming" in the FCV industry. The result shows that the average topic coherence first increased then decreased as the number of the topics increased from five to fifteen, and when the number of the topics was eight, the average coherence value was the highest (0.718). Therefore, we selected eight as the optimal topic number, which formed eight technology groups. Figure 4 reflects the quantity proportion of patents in each technology group in the whole FCV industry. The result shows that there were relatively more patents in the "membrane electrode assembly," "temperature management," "power converter and inverter" technology fields, and there were relatively fewer patents in fields of "fuel cell stack," "hydrogen storage," "powertrain," "secondary battery" and "reforming" in the FCV industry. Then, we focused on target Firm X. The analysis process above could also provide the technology portfolio of Firm X, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . Compared with the total FCV industry, we can see that Firm X has obvious technology advantages in "powertrain" and "reforming" as well technology disadvantages in "fuel cell stack," "secondary battery," and "power converter and inverter." While this analysis was only based on patent quantity, an integrated quantitative and qualitative analysis is shown in the next section. Then, we focused on target Firm X. The analysis process above could also provide the technology portfolio of Firm X, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . Compared with the total FCV industry, we can see that Firm X has obvious technology advantages in "powertrain" and "reforming" as well technology disadvantages in "fuel cell stack", "secondary battery", and "power converter and inverter". While this analysis was only based on patent quantity, an integrated quantitative and qualitative analysis is shown in the next section. The result shows that the average topic coherence first increased then decreased as the number of the topics increased from five to fifteen, and when the number of the topics was eight, the average coherence value was the highest (0.718). Therefore, we selected eight as the optimal topic number, which formed eight technology groups. Figure 4 reflects the quantity proportion of patents in each technology group in the whole FCV industry. The result shows that there were relatively more patents in the "membrane electrode assembly," "temperature management," "power converter and inverter" technology fields, and there were relatively fewer patents in fields of "fuel cell stack," "hydrogen storage," "powertrain," "secondary battery" and "reforming" in the FCV industry. Then, we focused on target Firm X. The analysis process above could also provide the technology portfolio of Firm X, which is illustrated in Figure 5 . Compared with the total FCV industry, we can see that Firm X has obvious technology advantages in "powertrain" and "reforming" as well technology disadvantages in "fuel cell stack," "secondary battery," and "power converter and inverter." While this analysis was only based on patent quantity, an integrated quantitative and qualitative analysis is shown in the next section. Reforming 13% Figure 5 . The proportion of patents of each technology group in Firm X.
We also obtained the technology portfolio from the perspective of the technology sub-group for subsequent analysis. For the convenience of reading the details of all semantic topics, the top ten ranked terms and the corresponding probabilities of each term are listed in Table A1 in Appendix A.
Constructing Technology Level Map of Firm X
Based on the technology portfolio we obtained before, we could further analyze the technology level of Firm X from the perspectives of both quantity and quality. Utilizing the relative advantage indicators of the patent (TCA and the TII), the technology level of Firm X in terms of each technology group was mapped to a TCA-TII coordinate system. As shown in Figure 6 , each point represents a corresponding technology group, and the size of each point represents the number of contained patents. Then, the target technology groups were classified into different grades based on their relative TCA and TII scores. The results show that "powertrain", "hydrogen storage" and "reforming" were classified as Grade 6 , which indicates that Firm X has a high level of technical specialization in these technology groups. "Temperature management technology" was classified as Grade 5 , which indicates a relatively high qualitative technology advantage. "Membrane electrode assembly", "power converter and inverter", and "fuel cell stack" were classified as Grade 2 , which indicates that Firm X is relatively inferior in these technology groups from the perspectives of both quality and quantity. At last, "secondary battery technology" is a technology vacancy for Firm X because its relative TCA and TII value were both less than −0.5.
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Based on the technology portfolio we obtained before, we could further analyze the technology level of Firm X from the perspectives of both quantity and quality. Utilizing the relative advantage indicators of the patent (TCA and the TII), the technology level of Firm X in terms of each technology group was mapped to a TCA-TII coordinate system. As shown in Figure 6 , each point represents a corresponding technology group, and the size of each point represents the number of contained patents. Then, the target technology groups were classified into different grades based on their relative TCA and TII scores. The results show that "powertrain," "hydrogen storage" and "reforming" were classified as Grade , which indicates that Firm X has a high level of technical specialization in these technology groups. "Temperature management technology" was classified as Grade , which indicates a relatively high qualitative technology advantage. "Membrane electrode assembly," "power converter and inverter," and "fuel cell stack" were classified as Grade , which indicates that Firm X is relatively inferior in these technology groups from the perspectives of both quality and quantity. At last, "secondary battery technology" is a technology vacancy for Firm X because its relative TCA and TII value were both less than −0.5. Then, we investigated the level of sub-technology of Firm X in the same way. The technology level maps of eight groups are given in Figure 7 . The result shows that the level of technology group and sub-groups offered different messages for the firm. For example, the "reforming" group was identified as an advanced technology group, while its sub-group "hydrogen generation." "H2 production and storage" and "control" were all inferior. The inferior group "power converter and inverter" still owned the advanced sub-group "DC-AC converter." This is because the technology group is the integrated reflection of its sub-groups, and the sub-technology level may unbalance in one group. Then, we investigated the level of sub-technology of Firm X in the same way. The technology level maps of eight groups are given in Figure 7 . The result shows that the level of technology group and sub-groups offered different messages for the firm. For example, the "reforming" group was identified as an advanced technology group, while its sub-group "hydrogen generation". "H 2 production and storage" and "control" were all inferior. The inferior group "power converter and inverter" still owned the advanced sub-group "DC-AC converter". This is because the technology group is the integrated reflection of its sub-groups, and the sub-technology level may unbalance in one group. This multi-level setting offers a better understanding of the technology level for firm X. When FCV firms make strategic development decisions, they tend to rely on the system-level performance of the firm. For example, a car's driving experience in a certain aspect is directly reflected by the level This multi-level setting offers a better understanding of the technology level for firm X. When FCV firms make strategic development decisions, they tend to rely on the system-level performance of the firm. For example, a car's driving experience in a certain aspect is directly reflected by the level of the corresponding technology group. After this, the technology groups are divided into different grades, and Firm X chooses the candidate technology groups according to its technology strategy. Then, from an operational perspective, the sub-technology level map can tell which technology sub-group is the weakest, i.e., the most urgent to be improved.
A detailed analysis shows how this decision process works. If the firm intends to strengthen the advanced technology, it can improve "powertrain", "hydrogen storage" and "reforming". If the firm intends to strengthen the weak technology, it can improve "secondary battery", "fuel cell stack", "power converter and inverter", and "membrane electrode assembly". Operationally, it can decide which technology sub-group to improve. For example, it can consider improving "transmission system and its control" when choosing "powertrain" (See f in Figure 7) , "control" when choosing "hydrogen storage" (See e in Figure 7) or "hydrogen generation" and "H 2 production storage" when choosing "reforming" (See g in Figure 7 ), because they are relatively weak or even vacant technology.
The identification of its technology level helps the firm know its advantage and weakness of their technology development and the candidate technologies which are in urgent need to be improved. However, it does not show which technology group or sub-group is the most appropriate or the priority to develop. In the next section, we answer this question by identifying the potential of each technology area.
Evaluating Potential Technology Areas of Firm X
After mapping the technology groups, we knew about the technological status quo of Firm X and the candidate directions of technology group or sub-group that Firm X intends to develop. Then we identified the potential of technology areas of Firms X, i.e., which candidate technology group or sub-group has the priority to be developed. To this end, the competitive strength, technology cycle time, and marketability perspectives were identified for each technology field.
The result of competitive strength shows that three out of eight technology groups ("reforming", "temperature management" and "powertrain") have entropy values 1.038, 0.974 and 0.944, respectively, which shows a small technology barrier. Thus, these three groups were identified as competitive technology groups for Firm X. Additionally, as the average entropy value of all technology groups was 0.914, it is clear that almost every firm owns patents in all these eight technology groups. Thus, considerable competition exists among the FCV firms in terms of technology development.
The result of the technology cycle time shows that the average TCT value was approximately four years and the TCT values of five technology groups ("membrane electrode assembly", "fuel cell stack", "secondary battery", "reforming" and "hydrogen storage") were less than four years. This result indicates that these five technology groups are the fastest developing and have great potential for continuous development.
To grasp the market size for each technology area, family patents were utilized to provide a perspective on market potential. The result of marketability shows that the average value of marketability for Firm X was 3.48. Specifically, the value of the marketability of "powertrain", "reforming", "temperature management", "hydrogen storage" and "fuel cell stack" was higher than the average value. This indicates that Firm X has a higher potential in commercializing the technologies in these fields.
Finally, using the standard normalized value of these three indicators, we could quantitatively obtain the potential of each technology group and confirm its development priority. According to the analysis, "reforming" (Grade 6 ) shows the highest priority of development for Firm X, which is also its advanced technology. This is followed by "temperature management" (Grade 5 ) and "powertrain" (Grade 6 ). This result indicates that strengthening the advantages in these technical fields is a good strategy for Firm X at this stage. Through the analysis above, we could obtain the development priority of the technology groups of Firm X.
After locating the candidate technology groups, we could further perform a sub-technology analysis for Firm X. We took the relatively weak technology "membrane electrode assembly" group, which consists of eleven main technology sub-groups, as an example. In this technology group, most of the sub-groups were classified as inferior technology areas that need to be improved, and it was still difficult to tell which technology sub-group had the priority. Therefore, we continued to use technology potential indicators to analyze the sub-technology. In terms of competitive strength, the average EI of all "membrane electrode assembly" sub-groups was 0.918, which is higher than the total average EI. Therefore, a large number of firms have made efforts in the innovation of "membrane electrode assembly technology", and the competition is fierce. In addition, the EI value of some other sub-technologies, such as "catalyst", "catalyst electrodes", "catalysts and supports", "other polyelectrolytes, flocculants", "acrylic polyelectrolytes, flocculants", and "coating" was lower than the average EI, which indicates higher technology concentration. The technology cycle time for the eleven technology sub-groups showed a fast development pace. The market size was 3.46, which was slightly lower than the average market size of 3.48. Then, the standard normalized value for each sub-group was calculated to determine the development priority of each sub-technology. The result shows that the highest development priority of sub-technology in the "membrane electrode assembly technology" is "gas diffusion layer", which is followed by "electrode materials" and "anode and cathode gases separators". More details for the evaluation of sub-technology potential are shown in Table A2 (in Appendix A).
Discovering Novel Patents of Firm X
Using the proposed framework in the former chapter, the technology level and technology potential for each sub-group technology were identified. Then, we analyzed the novelty of patent. The patents that were invented by Firm X in the last three years were extracted for the analysis (118 patents). Then, we conducted dimensionality reduction using MDS towards the document dissimilarity matrix to form a patent map, which helped us obtain the similarities of patent documents. Figure 8 shows the patent map we constructed in this study, where each patent is represented as a point. Patents with higher similarity are closer in the figure, and the patents which are away from the other patents are more likely to be the novel ones. patents). Then, we conducted dimensionality reduction using MDS towards the document dissimilarity matrix to form a patent map, which helped us obtain the similarities of patent documents. Figure 8 shows the patent map we constructed in this study, where each patent is represented as a point. Patents with higher similarity are closer in the figure, and the patents which are away from the other patents are more likely to be the novel ones. In order to quantitatively identify the novel patent, we calculated the outlierness by setting the k-distance as 10, which was a user-defined parameter to represent the minimum cluster size. Then, the patent document with a high outlierness score indicates fewer similar patents. Table 1 and Figure  8 both display the top five novel patents according to the LOF method (US212757, US383125, US383154, US229864, US950780). As these patterns are unique compared with the others, they may provide some new or unusual signals for the firm. Firm X may consider them unnoticed new In order to quantitatively identify the novel patent, we calculated the outlierness by setting the k-distance as 10, which was a user-defined parameter to represent the minimum cluster size. Then, the patent document with a high outlierness score indicates fewer similar patents. Table 1 and Figure 8 both display the top five novel patents according to the LOF method (US212757, US383125, US383154, US229864, US950780). As these patterns are unique compared with the others, they may provide some new or unusual signals for the firm. Firm X may consider them unnoticed new directions of technology innovation and develop new technologies based on them. Additionally, the discovered novel patents may not be mainstream technology, which means they cannot form a continual development to improve the performance of FCV. However, this process does make sense in narrowing the candidate patents and extracting some important information for identifying the future technological trend.
The results show that Firm X has novel patents in the technology group of "fuel cell stack", "powertrain" and "temperature management". As a Grade 2 technology group, the "fuel cell stack" has three novel patents. this indicates that Firm X may have a potential opportunity for extending these three patents to strengthen the weakness of this technology field. In addition, "powertrain" as a Grade 6 technology group has the relatively distinctive patent US229864, which may lead the future development direction to strengthen the advantage technology of Firm X.
In the competitive technology environment, an early grasp of potential technology opportunities is important for technology development that can improve the competitiveness of a business [13] . These results show that the new multi-level patent portfolio-based analysis framework can effectively identify the appropriate technology opportunities for firms from the scope of the technology group, technology sub-group, and patent, which offers firms a detailed analysis framework to achieve specific technological goals.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel framework to identify potential R&D opportunities for a target firm in the FCV industry. The framework is structured with a multi-level process, which integrates technology level, technology potential, and patent novelty analyses based on patent portfolio analysis. The LDA method was employed to effectively identify the key categories in the FCV industry and technology portfolio of the target firm. Each technology category that was regarded as a technology group was then differentiated with different levels of technical specialization. This result showed the technological status quo of the target firm and reflected which technology group or sub-group needs development. After that, the development potential of the technology groups and sub-groups were calculated based on the values of competitive strength, technology cycle time and marketability indicators. This result showed the development priority of the technology direction for the target FCV firm. Lastly, the novel patents of key technology categories were identified using the MDS and LOF techniques, answering which patents were the most likely to lead the future technology trend of the target FCV firm.
An empirical study of a target FCV firm showed that the integration of technology level, technology potential, and patent novelty analyses formed a more comprehensive analysis framework and made it more efficient in evaluating technology opportunity. It also showed how the framework supports the strategic and operational R&D decisions for FCV firms. This method can effectively help a target firm to judge the development feasibility of certain technology and make is easier to coordinate with a specific technology strategy than a model based on measuring generic potential values of the total industry. Moreover, using the real-time updated patent data, this method can continuously offer insights into the sustainable technology development of FCV firms.
Nevertheless, our study still has some possible limitations. First, unlike the mainstream technology topics which have been frequently discussed, some valuable but unapparent technology topics may be neglected. Therefore, it will be very important to construct a vast number of refined document collections as the input and adjust the topic granularity in the empirical study so as to increase the possibility of capturing and presenting all the technology topics. Second, the overall accuracy and performance of the proposed framework can be improved by avoiding analyzing the firms with unique tastes. Finally, with regard to the introduced evaluation indicators, we simplified the sophisticated process of technological R&D by only considering the competitive strength, technology cycle time and marketability of a firm, a process which disregards other aspects like location, culture and regulations. Here, the composition of the evaluation indicators could be adjusted to better fit the individual strategic requirements of firms to improve the analytical capabilities of the proposed framework. We will further explore these topics in our future research.
Appendix A Table A1 . The top 10 ranked words of eight core technology groups in major assignee's patents from 2008 to 2017 and their corresponding probabilities. Note: "-" represents no invalid value.
